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"How many 'minor errors' are acceptable?"
"We must try to isolate and define those further skills in composition . . ."
". . .we should provide a short remedial course to patch up any deficiencies."

"Perhaps the most striking feature of this campus' siege against illiteracy
"One might hope that, after a numberof years, standardsmight be set in the
high schools which would allow us to abandonour own defensive program."
These snippets come from University of Californiaand Californiastate legislative memos, reports, and position papers and from documentsproducedduringa
recent debate in UCLA's Academic Senate over whether a course in our freshman writing sequence was remedial.Thoughthese quotations-and a half dozen
others I, will use in this essay-are local, they represent a kind of institutional
language about writing instructionin Americanhigher education. There are five
ideas about writingimplicitin these comments:Writingability is judged in terms
of the presence of error and can thus be quantified.Writingis a skill or a tool
ratherthan a discipline. A numberof our studentslack this skill and must be remediated. In fact, some percentage of our students are, for all intents and purposes, illiterate. Our remedialefforts, while currentlynecessary, can be phased
out once the literacy crisis is solved in other segments of the educationalsystem.
This kind of thinkingand talkingis so common that we often fail to notice that
it reveals a reductive, fundamentallybehavioristmodel of the development and
use of writtenlanguage,a problematicdefinitionof writing,and an inaccurateassessment of student ability and need. This way of talkingabout writing abilities
and instructionis woven throughoutdiscussions of programand curriculumdevelopment, course credit, instructionalevaluation,and resource allocation. And,
in various ways, it keeps writinginstructionat the peripheryof the curriculum.
It is certainly true that many faculty and administratorswould take issue with
one or more of the above notions. And those of us in writingwould bringcurrent
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thinking in rhetoric and composition studies into the conversation. (Though we
often-perhaps uncomfortably-rely on terms like "skill" and "remediation.")
Sometimes we successfully challenge this languageor set up sensible programs
in spite of it. But all too often we can do neither. The language represented in
the headnotes of this essay reveals deeply held beliefs. It has a traditionand a
style, and it plays off the fundamentaltension between the generaleducation and
the research missions of the American university. The more I think about this
language and recall the contexts in which I've heard it used, the more I realize
how caught up we all are in a political-semanticweb that restricts the way we
think about the place of writing in the academy. The opinions I have been describingare certainlynot the only ones to be heard. But they are strong. Influential. Rhetoricallyeffective. And profoundlyexclusionary. Until we seriously rethink it, we will misrepresent the nature of writing, misjudge our students'
problems, and miss any chance to effect a true curricularchange that will situate
writing firmlyin the undergraduatecurriculum.
Let us consider the college writingcourse for a moment. Freshmancomposition
originatedin 1874 as a Harvardresponse to the poor writing of upperclassmen,
spread rapidly, and became and remainedthe most consistently requiredcourse
in the American curriculum.Upper division writing courses have a briefer and
much less expansive history, but they are currentlyreceiving a good deal of institutional energy and support. It would be hard to think of an ability more desired than the ability to write. Yet, though writing courses are highly valued,
even enjoying a boom, they are also viewed with curious eyes. Administrators
fund them-often generously-but academic senates worry that the boundaries
between high school and college are eroding, and worry as well that the considerable investment of resources in such courses will drain money from the research enterprise. They deny some of the courses curricularstatus by tagging
them remedial, and their members secretly or not-so-secretly wish the courses
could be moved to community colleges. Scientists and social scientists underscore the importanceof effective writing, yet find it difficult-if not impossibleto restructure their own courses of study to encourage and support writing.
More than a few humanistsexpress such difficultyas well. English departments
hold onto writing courses but consider the work intellectuallysecond-class. The
people who teach writingare more often than not temporaryhires; their courses
are robbed of curricularcontinuityand of the status that comes with tenuredfaculty involvement. And the instructors?Well, they'rejust robbed.
The writingcourse holds a very strangeposition in the Americancurriculum.It
is within this setting that composition specialists must debate and defend and interminablyevaluate what they do. And how untenable such activity becomes if
the very terms of the defense undercutboth the natureof writingand the teaching
of writing, and exclude it in various metaphoricalways from the curriculum.We
end up arguingwith words that sabotageour argument.The first step in resolving
such a mess is to considerthe languageinstitutionsuse when they discuss writing.
What I want to do in this essay is to look at each of the five notions presented
earlier, examine brieflythe conditionsthat shapedtheiruse, and speculateon how
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it is that they misrepresentand exclude. I will conclude by entertaininga less reductive and exclusionaryway to think-and talk-about writingin the academy.
Behaviorism, Quantification,and Writing
A great deal of currentwork in fields as diverse as rhetoric,composition studies,
psycholinguistics, and cognitive developmenthas underscoredthe importanceof
engagingyoung writers in rich, naturallanguageuse. And the movements of the
last four decades that have most influencedthe teaching of writing-life adjustment, liberal studies, and writing as process-have each, in their very different
ways, placed writingpedagogy in the context of broadconcerns: personal development and adjustment,a rhetorical-literarytradition, the psychology of composing. It is somewhat curious, then, that a behavioristapproachto writing, one
that took its fullest shape in the 1930sand has been variously and severely challenged by the movements that followed it, remains with us as vigorously as it
does. It is atomistic, focusing on isolated bits of discourse, error centered, and
linguistically reductive. It has a style and a series of techniques that influence
pedagogy, assessment, and evaluation. We currentlysee its influence in workbooks, programmed instruction, and many formulations of behavioral objectives, and it gets most of its airplay in remedial courses. It has staying power.
Perhaps we can better understandits resilience if we briefly survey the history
that gives it its currentshape.
When turn-of-the-centuryeducationalpsychologists like E. L. Thorndikebegan to study the teaching of writing, they found a Latin and Greek-influenced
school grammarthat was primarilya set of prescriptionsfor conductingsocially
acceptable discourse, a list of the arcane do's and don'ts of usage for the everincreasing numbers of children-many from lower classes and immigrant
groups-entering the educationalsystem. Thorndikeandhis colleagues also found
reportslike those issuingfrom the Harvardfaculty in the 1890swhich called attention to the presence of errorsin handwriting,spelling, and grammarin the writing
of the university's enteringfreshmen. The twentieth-centurywritingcurriculum,
then, was focused on the particulars of usage, grammar,and mechanics. Correctness became, in James Berlin's words, the era's "most significantmeasureof
accomplished prose" (Writing Instruction in Nineteenth-Century American Col-

leges [Carbondale:SouthernIllinoisUniversityPress, 1984],p. 73).
Such particulars suited educational psychology's model of language quite
well: a mechanisticparadigmthat studied languageby reducingit to discrete behaviors and that defined languagegrowth as the accretion of these particulars.
The stress, of course, was on quantificationand measurement.("Whatever exists at all exists in some amount," proclaimedThorndike.1) The focus on errorwhich is eminently measurable-found justificationin a model of mind that was
ascending in American academic psychology. Educatorsembracedthe late Victorianfaith in science.
1. Quoted in Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation of the School: Progressivism in American
Education (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), p. 185.
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Thorndikeand company would championindividualizedinstructionand insist
on languagepractice ratherthan the rote memorizationof rules of grammarthat
characterizednineteenth-centurypedagogy. But they conductedtheir work within a model of language that was tremendouslylimited, and this model was further supportedand advanced by what RaymondCallahanhas called "the cult of
efficiency," a strongpush to apply to educationthe principlesof industrialscientific management(Education and the Cult of Efficiency [Chicago:University of
Chicago Press, 1962]).Educationalgains were defined as products, and the output of products could be measured. Pedagogical effectiveness-which meant
cost-effectiveness-could be determinedwith "scientific" accuracy. This was
the era of the educational efficiency expert. (NCTE even had a Committee on
Economy of Time in English.) The combinationof positivism, efficiency, and
skittishness about correct grammarwould have a profound influence on pedagogy and research.
This was the time when workbooks and "practice pads" first became big
business. Their success could at least partly be attributedto the fact that they
were supported by scientific reasoning. Educationalpsychologists had demonstrated that simply memorizingrules of grammarand usage had no discernible
effect on the quality of student writing. What was needed was application of
those rules throughpractice providedby drills and exercises. The theoreticalunderpinningwas expressed in terms of "habit formation" and "habit strength,"
the behaviorist equivalentof learning-the resilience of an "acquiredresponse"
being dependent on the power and number of reinforcements. The logic was
neat: specify a desired linguisticbehavioras precisely as possible (e.g., the proper use of the pronouns "he" and "him") and construct opportunitiesto practice
it. The more practice, the more the linguistic habit will take hold. Textbooks as
well as workbooks sharedthis penchantfor precision. One textbook for teachers
presented a unit on the colon.2 A text for students devoted seven pages to the
use of a capital letter to indicate a proper noun.3 This was also the time when
objective tests-which had been aroundsince 1890-enjoyed a sudden rebirthas
"new type" tests. And they, of course, were precision incarnate.The tests generated great enthusiasmamongeducatorswho saw in them a scientific means accurately and fairly to assess student achievement in languagearts as well as in
social studies and mathematics. Ellwood Cubberley, the dean of the School of
Education at Stanford, called the development of these "new type" tests "one
of the most significant movements in all our educationalhistory."4 Cubberley
and his colleagues felt they were on the thresholdof a new era.
Research too focused on the particularsof language,especially on listing and
tabulatingerror. One rarely finds considerationof the social context of error, or
2. Arthur N. Applebee, Tradition and Reform in the Teaching of English: A History (Urbana, Ill.:
National Council of Teachers of English, 1974), pp. 93-94.
3. P. G. Perrin, "The Remedial Racket," English Journal, 22 (1933), 383.
4. From Cubberley's introduction to Albert R. Lang, Modern Methods in Written Examinations
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1930), p. vii.
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of its cognitive-developmentalmeaning-that is, no interpretationof its significance in the growth of the writer. Instead one finds W. S. Guilertallyingthe percentages of 350 students who, in misspelling "mortgage," erred by omittingthe
"t" vs. those who dropped the initial "g."5 And one reads Grace Ransom's
study of students' "vocabularies of errors"-a popular notion that any given
student has a more or less stable set of errors he or she commits. Ransom
showed that with drill and practice, students ceased makingmany of the errors
that appeared on pretests (though, unfortunatelyfor the theory, a large number
of new errors appeared in their post-tests).6 One also reads Luella Cole Pressey's assertion that "everythingneeded for about 90 per cent of the writing students do ... appearsto involve only some 44 differentrules of English composition." And therefore, if mastery of the rules is divided up and allocated to
grades 2 through 12, "there is an averageof 4.4 rules to be masteredper year."7
Such research and pedagogy was enacted to good purpose, a purpose stated
well by H. J. Arnold, Directorof Special Schools at WittenbergCollege:
[Students']disabilitiesare specific. The more exactly they can be located, the more
promptly they can be removed. ... It seems reasonably safe to predict that the
eliminationof the above mentioneddisabilitiesthroughadequateremedialdrill will
do much to remove students' handicaps in certain college courses. ("Diagnostic
and Remedial Techniques for College Freshmen," Association of American Colleges Bulletin, 16 [1930],pp. 271-272)

The trouble, of course, is that such work is built on a set of highly questionable
assumptions:that a writer has a relatively fixed repositoryof linguisticblunders
that can be pinpointed and then corrected throughdrill, that repetitive drill on
specific linguistic features representedin isolated sentences will result in mastery of linguistic (or stylistic or rhetorical)principles, that bits of discourse bereft of rhetoricalor conceptualcontext can form the basis of curriculumand assessment, that good writing is correct writing, and that correctness has to do
with pronoun choice, verb forms, and the like.
Despite the fact that such assumptions began to be challenged by the late
30s,8 the paraphernaliaand the approachof the scientific era were destined to
remain with us. I think this trend has the staying power it does for a numberof
reasons, the ones we saw illustratedin our brief historical overview. It gives a
method-a putatively objective one-to the strong desire of our society to maintain correct language use. It is very American in its seeming efficiency. And it
offers a simple, understandableview of complex linguisticproblems. The trend
seems to reemerge with most potency in times of crisis: when budgets crunch
and accountabilitylooms or, particularly,when "nontraditional"students flood
5. "Background Deficiencies," Journal of Higher Education, 3 (1932),371.
6. "Remedial Methods in English Composition," English Journal, 22 (1933), 749-754.
7. "Freshmen Needs in Written English," English Journal, 19 (1930), 706.
8. I would mislead if I did not point out that there were cautionary voices being raised all along,
though until the late 1930s they were very much in the minority. For two early appraisals, see R. L.
Lyman, Summary of Investigations Relating to Grammar, Language, and Composition (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1924), and especially P. G. Perrin, "The Remedial Racket," English

Journal, 22 (1933),382-388.
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our institutions.9A reductionof complexity has great appealin institutionaldecision making, especially in difficulttimes: a scientific-atomisticapproach to language, with its attendanttallies and charts, nicely fits an economic/politicaldecision-makingmodel. When in doubt or when scared or when pressed, count.
And something else happens. When student writingis viewed in this particularistic, pseudo-scientificway, it gets defined in very limited terms as a narrow
band of inadequate behavior separate from the vastly complex composing that
faculty members engage in for a living and delve into for work and for play. And
such perceptionyields what it intends:a behaviorthat is strippedof its rich cognitive and rhetoricalcomplexity. A behaviorthat, in fact, looks and feels basic, fundamental,atomistic. A behaviorthat certainlydoes not belongin the university.
English as a Skill
As English, a relatively new course of study, moved into the second and third
decades of this century, it was challengedby efficiency-obsessedadministrators
and legislators. Since the teaching of writing required tremendous resources,
English teachers had to defend their work in utilitarian terms. One very successful defense was their characterizationof English as a "skill" or "tool subject" that all students had to master in order to achieve in almost any subject
and to function as productive citizens. The defense worked, and the utility of
English in schooling and in adultlife was confirmedfor the era.
The way this defense played itself out, however, had interestingramifications.
Though a utilitariandefense of English includedfor many the rhetorical/conceptual as well as the mechanical/grammaticaldimensions of language, the overwhelming focus of discussion in the committee reports and the journals of the
1920s and 1930s was on grammaticaland mechanical error. The narrow focus
was made even more narrow by a fetish for "scientific" tabulation. One could
measure the degree to which students mastered their writing skill by tallying
their mistakes.
We no longer use the phrase "tool subject," and we have gone a long way in
the last three decades from error tabulationtoward revitalizingthe rhetoricaldimension of writing. But the notion of writingas a skill is still central to our discussions and our defenses: we have writing skills hierarchies,writing skills assessments, and writing skills centers. And necessary as such a notion may seem
9. Two quotations.The firstoffers the sortof humanistbattlecry thatoften accompaniesreductive
drill, and the second documentsthe results of such an approach.Both are from NCTE publications.
"I think . . . that the chief objectiveof freshmanEnglish(at least for the firstsemesterand low or
middle-but not high-sections) should be ceaseless, brutaldrill on mechanics, with exercises and
themes. Never mindimagination,the soul, literature,for at least one semester,butprayfor literacyand
fightfor it" (A Universityof Nebraskaprofessorquotedwith approvalin OscarJames Campbell,The
Teachingof College English[New York:Appleton-Century,1934],pp. 36-37).
"Membersof the TaskForce sawin manyclasses extensiveworkin traditionalschoolroomgrammar
and traditionalformalEnglish usage. They commonlyfound studentswith poor readingskills being
taught the differencebetween shall and will or pupils with serious difficultiesin speech diagraming
sentences. Interestingly,observationsby the Task Force reveal far more extensive teachingof traditional grammarin this study of languageprogramsfor the disadvantagedthan observers saw in the
NationalStudyof HighSchool EnglishPrograms,a surveyof comprehensivehighschools knownto be
achievingimportantresultsin Englishwithcollege-boundstudentsableto comprehendthe abstractions
of such grammar" (Richard Corbin and Muriel Crosby, Language Programs for the Disadvantaged

[Urbana,Ill.: NCTE, 1965],pp. 121-122).
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to be, I think it carries with it a tremendousliability. Perhapsthe problemis nowhere more clearly illustrated than in this excerpt from the UCLA academic
senate's definitionof a universitycourse:
A university course should set forth an integratedbody of knowledgewith primary
emphasis on presentingprinciplesand theories ratherthan on developingskills and
techniques.

If "skills and techniques" are included, they must be taught "primarily as a
means to learning, analyzing, and criticizingtheories and principles." There is a
lot to question in this definition,but for now let us limit ourselves to the distinction it establishes between a skill and a body of knowledge. The distinctionhighlights a fundamentaltension in the Americanuniversity:between what Laurence
Veysey labels the practical-utilitariandimension (applied, vocational, educationalist) and both the liberal culture and the research dimensions-the latter
two, each in different ways, elevating appreciation and pure inquiry over application (The Emergence of the American University [Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1965]). To discuss writing as a skill, then, is to place it in the
realm of the technical, and in the current,research-ascendantAmericanuniversity, that is a kiss of death.
Now it is true that we commonly use the word skill in ways that suggest a
complex interweaving of sophisticated activity and rich knowledge. We praise
the interpretiveskills of the literarycritic, the diagnostic skills of the physician,
the interpersonalskills of the clinical psychologist. Applied, yes, but implyinga
kind of competence that is more in line with obsolete definitionsthat equate skill
with reason and understandingthan with this more common definition (that of
the American Heritage Dictionary): "An art, trade, or technique, particularly

one requiringuse of the hands or body." A skill, particularlyin the university
setting, is, well, a tool, something one develops and refines and completes in
order to take on the higher-orderdemands of purer thought. Everyone may acknowledge the value of the skill (our senate praisedour course to the skies as it
removed its credit), but it is valuable as the ability to multiplyor titrate a solution or use an index or draw a map is valuable. It is absolutely necessary but remains second-class. It is not "an integrated body of knowledge" but a technique, something acquired differentlyfrom the way one acquires knowledgefrom drill, from practice, from proceduresthat conjureup the hand and the eye
but not the mind. Skills are discussed as separable,distinct, circumscribableactivities; thus we talk of subskills, levels of skills, sets of skills. Again writing is
defined by abilities one can quantify and connect as opposed to the dynamism
and organic vitality one associates with thought.
Because skills are fundamentaltools, basic procedures,there is the strong expectation that they be masteredat various preparatoryjunctures in one's educational career and in the places where such tools are properlycrafted. In the case
of writing, the skills should be masteredbefore one enters college and takes on
higher-orderendeavors. And the place for such instruction-before or after entering college-is the English class. Yes, the skill can be refined, but its fundamental development is over, completed via a series of elementaryand secondary
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school courses and perhaps one or two college courses, often designated remedial. Thus it is that so many faculty consider upper-divisionand especially
graduate-levelwriting courses as de jure remedial. To view writing as a skill in
the university context reduces the possibility of perceiving it as a complex ability that is continuallydevelopingas one engages in new tasks with new materials
for new audiences.
If the foregoing seems a bit extreme, consider this passage from our Academic Senate's review of UCLA WritingPrograms:
... it seems difficult to see how composition-whose distinctive aspect seems to
be the transformationof languagefrom thoughtor speech to hardcopy-represents
a distinct further step in shaping cogitation. There don't seem to be persuasive
groundsfor abandoningthe view that compositionis still a skill attendantto the attainmentof overall linguisticcompetence.

The author of the report, a chemist, was reactingto some of our faculty's assertions about the interweavingof thinkingand writing;writingfor him is more or
less a transcriptionskill.
So to reduce writingto second-class intellectualstatus is to influence the way
faculty, students, and society view the teaching of writing. This is a bitter pill,
but we in writing may have little choice but to swallow it. For, after all, is not
writing simply differentfrom "integratedbodies of knowledge" like sociology or
biology? Is it? Well, yes and no. There are aspects of writing that would fit a
skills model (the graphemicaspects especially). But much currenttheory and research are moving us to see that writing is not simply a transcribingskill mastered in early development. Writingseems centralto the shapingand directingof
certain modes of cognition, is integrallyinvolved in learning,is a means of defining the self and definingreality, is a means of representingand contextualizing
information(which has enormouspoliticalas well as conceptualand archivalimportance), and is an activity that develops over one's lifetime. Indeed it is worth
ponderingwhechermany of the "integratedbodies of knowledge" we study, the
disciplines we practice, would have ever developed in the way they did and reveal the knowledge they do if writingdid not exist. Would history or philosophy
or economics exist as we know them? It is not simply that the work of such disciplines is recorded in writing, but that writing is intimately involved in the
nature of their inquiry. Writingis not just a skill with which one can present or
analyze knowledge. It is essential to the very existence of certain kinds of
knowledge.
Remediation
Since the middle of the last century, American colleges have been establishing
various kinds of preparatoryprogramsand classes within their halls to maintain
enrollments while bringing their entering students up to curricularpar. 10One
10. In 1894,for example,over 40%of enteringfreshmencamefromthe preparatorydivisionsof the
institutionsthatenrolledthem. And as late as 1915-a timewhen the quantityand qualityof secondary
schools hadrisen sufficientlyto makepreparatorydivisionsless necessary-350 Americancolleges still
maintainedtheirprograms.See JohnS. BrubacherandWillisRudy, HigherEducationin Transition:A
History of American Colleges and Universities, 1636-1976, 3rd ed. (New York: Harper and Row, 1976),

pp. 241 ff., andArthurLevine, Handbookon UndergraduateCurriculum
(SanFrancisco:Jossey-Bass,
1981),pp. 54 ff.
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fairly modern incarnationof this activity is the "remedialclass," a designation
that appears frequently in the education and language arts journals of the
1920s.11Since that time remedialcourses have remainedvery much with us: we
have remedial programs,remedial sections, remedialtextbooks, and, of course,
remedial students. Other terms with differenttwists (like "developmental"and
"compensatory") come and go, but "remedial" has staying power. Exactly
what the adjective "remedial" means, however, has never quite been clear. To
remediate seems to mean to correct errors or fill in gaps in a person's knowledge. The implicationis that the materialbeing studiedshould have been learned
duringprior education but was not. Now the reasons why it was not could vary
tremendously: they could rest with the student (physical impairment, motivational problems, intelligence), the family (socio-economic status, stability, the
support of reading-writingactivities), the school (location, sophisticationof the
curriculum, adequacy of elementary or secondary instruction), the culture or
subculture (priority of schooling, competing expectations and demands), or
some combinationof such factors. What "remedial"means in terms of curriculum and pedagogy is not clear either. What is remedialfor a school like UCLA
might well be standardfor other state or communitycolleges, and what is considered standardduringone era mightwell be tagged remedialin the next.
It is hard to define such a term. The best definitionof remedialI can arrive at
is a highly dynamic, contextualone: The function of labellingcertainmaterialremedial in higher education is to keep in place the hardfought for, if historically
and conceptually problematicand highly fluid, distinction between college and
secondary work. "Remedial" gains its meaning, then, in a political more than a
pedagogical universe.
And the political dimensionis powerful-to be remedialis to be substandard,
inadequate, and, because of the origins of the term, the inadequacy is metaphorically connected to disease and mental defect. It has been difficultto trace
the educational etymology of the word "remedial," but what I have uncovered
suggests this: Its origins are in law and medicine, and by the late nineteenthcentury the term fell pretty much in the medicaldomainand was soon appliedto education. "Remedial" quickly generalized beyond the description of students
who might have had neurologicalproblems to those with broader, though special, educationalproblemsand then to those normallearnerswho are not up to a
particularset of standardsin a particularera at particularinstitutions. Here is
some history.
11. Several writers point to a study habits course initiated at Wellesley in 1894 as the first modern
remedial course in higher education (K. Patricia Cross, Accent on Learning [San Francisco: JosseyBass, 1979], and Arthur Levine, Handbook on Undergraduate Curriculum). In fact, the word "remedial" did not appear in the course's title and the course was different in kind from the courses actually
designated "remedial" that would emerge in the 1920s and 30s. (See Cross, pp. 24-25, for a brief
discussion of early study skills courses.) The first use of the term "remedial" in the context I am
discussing was most likely in a 1916 article on the use of reading tests to plan "remedial work" (Nila
Banton Smith, American Reading Instruction [Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association,
1965], p. 191). The first elementary and secondary level remedial courses in reading were offered in the
early 1920s; remedial courses in college would not appear until the late 20s.
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Most of the enlightened work in the nineteenth century with the trainingof
special populations(the deaf, the blind, the mentallyretarded)was conducted by
medical people, often in medical settings. And when young people who could
hear and see and were of normalintelligence but had unusual-though perhaps
not devastating-difficulties began to seek help, they too were examined within
a medical framework. Their difficulties had to do with reading and writingthough mostly reading-and would today be classified as learning disabilities.
One of the first such difficultiesto be studied was dyslexia, then labelled "congenital word blindness."
In 1896 a physician named Morganreportedin the pages of The British Medical Journal the case of a "brightand intelligentboy" who was having great difficulty learningto read. Thoughhe knew the alphabet,he would spell some words
in pretty unusualways. He would reverse letters or drop them or write odd combinations of consonants and vowels. Dr. Morganexamined the boy and had him
read and write. The only diagnosis that made sense was one he had to borrow
and analogize from the cases of stroke victims, "word blindness," but since the
child had no history of cerebraltrauma,Morganlabelled his condition "congenital word blindness" (W. Pringle Morgan, "A Case of CongenitalWord Blindness," The British Medical Journal, 6, Part 2 [1896], 1378). Withinthe next two
decades a number of such cases surfaced; in fact another English physician,
James Hinshelwood, published several books on congenital word blindness.12
The explanations were for the most part strictly medical, and, it should be
noted, were analogized from detectable cerebral pathology in adults to conditions with no detectable pathologyin children.
In the 1920s other medical men began to advance explanationsa bit different
from Morgan's and Hinshelwood's. Dr. Samuel Orton, an American physician,
posed what he called a "cerebral physiological" theory that directed thinking
away from traumaanalogues and toward functional explanations. Certain areas
of the brain were not defective but underdeveloped and could be corrected
through "remedial effort." But though he posed a basically educational model
for dyslexia, Dr. Orton'slanguageshould not be overlooked. He spoke of "brain
habit" and the "handicap"of his "physiologicaldeviates."'3 Though his theory
was different from that of his forerunners,his language, significantly, was still
medical.
As increasing access to education brought more and more children into the
schools, they were met by progressive teachers and testing experts interested in
assessing and responding to individualdifferences. Other sorts of reading and
writing problems, not just dyslexia, were surfacing,and increasing numbers of
teachers, not just medical people, were working with the special students. But
the medical vocabulary-with its implied medical model-remained dominant.
People tried to diagnose various disabilities, defects, deficits, deficiencies, and
12. Letter-, Word-, and Mind-Blindness (London: Lewis, 1902); Congenital Word-Blindness (London: Lewis, 1917).
13. "The 'Sight Reading' Method of Teaching Reading, as a Source of Reading Disability," Journal
of Educational Psychology, 20 (1929), 135-143.
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handicaps, and then tried to remedy them.14 So one starts to see all sorts of
reading/writingproblems clustered together and addressed with this language.
For example, WilliamS. Gray's importantmonograph,Remedial Cases in Reading: Their Diagnosis and Treatment (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,

1922), listed as "specific causes of failure in reading"inferiorlearningcapacity,
congenital word blindness, poor auditory memory, defective vision, a narrow
span of recognition, ineffective eye movements, inadequatetrainingin phonetics, inadequate attention to the content, an inadequatespeaking vocabulary, a
small meaningvocabulary, speech defects, lack of interest, and timidity. The remedial paradigmwas beginningto include those who had troubles as varied as
bad eyes, second languageinterference,and shyness.15
It is likely that the appeal of medical-remediallanguagehad much to do with
its associations with scientific objectivity and accuracy-powerful currency in
the efficiency-minded1920s and 30s. A nice illustrationof this interactionof influences appeared in Albert Lang's 1930 textbook, ModernMethods in Written
Examinations (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1930). The medical model is quite explicit:
teaching bears a resemblanceto the practice of medicine. Like a successful physician, the good teacher must be something of a diagnostician. The physician by
means of a general examinationsingles out the individualswhose physical defects
requirea more thoroughtesting. He criticallyscrutinizesthe special cases until he
recognizes the specific troubles. After a carefuldiagnosishe is able to prescribeintelligentlythe best remedialor correctivemeasures.(p. 38)

By the 1930sthe languageof remediationcould be found throughoutthe pages
of publications like English Journal, applied now to writing (as well as reading
and mathematics) and to high school and college students who had in fact
learned to write but were doing so with a degree of errorthoughtunacceptable.
These were students-large numbersof them-who were not unlike the students
who currentlypopulate our "remedial"courses: studentsfrom backgroundsthat
did not provide optimal environmentaland educationalopportunities, students
who erred as they tried to write the prose they thought the academy required,
second-languagestudents. The semantic net of "remedial" was expanding and
expanding.
There was much to applaudin this focus on writing. It came from a progressive era desire to help all studentsprogress throughthe educationalsystem. But
14. Therewere, of course, some theoristsandpractitionerswho questionedmedical-physiological
models, ArthurGates of ColumbiaTeacher's College foremost among them. But even those who
questionedsuch models-with the exceptionof Gates-tended to retainmedicallanguage.
15. There is anotherlayer to this terminologicaland conceptualconfusion.At the same time that
remediationlanguagewas beingused ever more broadlyby some educators,it maintainedits strictly
medicalusage in othereducationalfields. Forexample,AnnieDolmanInskeephas only one discussion
of "remedialwork" in her book TeachingDull and RetardedChildren(New York:Macmillan,1926),
and thatdiscussionhas to do with treatmentfor childrenneedinghealthcare:"Childrenwho have poor
teeth, who do not hear well, or who hold a book when readingnearerthan eight inches to the eyes or
furtheraway than sixteen. . . . Nervous children,those showingcontinuousfatiguesymptoms,those
underweight, and those who are makingno apparentbodilygrowth"(p. 271).
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the theoretical and pedagogicalmodel that was available for "corrective teaching" led educators to view writing problems within a medical-remedial paradigm. Thus they set out to diagnose as precisely as possible the errors (defects)
in a student's paper-which they saw as symptomaticof equally isolable defects
in the student's linguistic capacity-and devise drills and exercises to remedy
them. (One of the 1930s nicknames for remedial sections was "sick sections."
During the next decade they would be tagged "hospital sections.") Such corrective teaching was, in the words of H. J. Arnold, "the most logical as well as the
most scientific method" ("Diagnostic and Remedial Techniques for College
Freshmen," p. 276).
These then are the origins of the term, remediation. And though we have,
over the last fifty years, moved very far away from the conditions of its origins
and have developed a richerunderstandingof readingand writingdifficulties,the
term is still with us. A recent letter from the senate of a local liberal arts college
is sitting on my desk. It discusses a "programin remedialwritingfor ... [those]
enteringfreshmen sufferingfrom severe writinghandicaps." We seem entrapped
by this language, this view of students and learning.Dr. Morganhas long since
left his office, but we still talk of writers as sufferingfrom specifiable, locatable
defects, deficits, and handicapsthat can be localized, circumscribed,and remedied. Such talk reveals an atomistic, mechanistic-medicalmodel of languagethat
few contemporary students of the use of language, from educators to literary
theorists, would support. Furthermore,the notion of remediation,carryingwith
it as it does the etymologicalwisps and traces of disease, serves to exclude from
the academic community those who are so labelled. They sit in scholastic
quarantineuntil their disease can be diagnosedand remedied.
Illiteracy
In a recent meeting on graduationrequirements,a UCLA dean referredto students in remedial English as "the truly illiterate among us." Another administrator, in a memorandumon the potential benefits of increasingthe numberof
composition offerings, concluded sadly that the increase "would not provide any
assurance of universal literacy at UCLA." This sort of talk about illiteracy is
common. We hear it from college presidents, educational foundations, pop
grammarians,and scores of college professors like the one who cried to me after
a recent senate meeting, "All I want is a student who can write a simple declarative sentence!" We in the academy like to talk this way.16 It is dramatic
and urgent, and, given the currentconcerns about illiteracyin the United States,
it is topical. The trouble is, it is wrong. Perhaps we can better understandthe
problems with such labellingif we leave our colleagues momentarilyand consider what it is that literacy means.
To be literate means to be acquainted with letters or writings. But exactly
how such acquaintancetranslatesinto behaviorvaries a good deal over time and
16. For a sometimeshumorousbutmoreoftendistressingcatalogueof suchoutcries,see HarveyA.
Daniels, Famous Last Words (Carbondale:SouthernIllinois UniversityPress, 1983),especially pp.
31-58.
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place. During the last century this country's Census Bureau defined as literate
anyone who could write his or her name. These days the governmentrequires
that one be able to read and write at a sixth-grade level to be functionally liter-

ate: that is, to be able to meet-to a minimaldegree-society's readingand writing demands. Things get a bit more complex if we consider the other meanings
"literacy" has acquired. There are some specialized uses of the term, all fairly
new: computer literacy, mathematicalliteracy, visual literacy, and so on. Literacy here refers to an acquaintancewith the "letters" or elements of a particular
field or domain. And there are also some very generaluses of the term. Cultural
literacy, another new construction, is hard to define because it is so broad and
so variously used, but it most often refers to an acquaintancewith the humanistic, scientific, and social scientificachievementsof one's dominantculture. Another general use of the term, a more traditionalone, refers to the attainmentof
a liberal education, particularlyin belles-lettres. Such literacy, of course, is quite
advanced and involves not only an acquaintancewith a literarytraditionbut interpretive sophisticationas well.
Going back over these definitions,we can begin by dismissingthe newer, specialized uses of "literacy." Computerliteracy and other such literacies are usually not the focus of the general outcries we have been considering.How about
the fundamentaldefinitionas it is currentlyestablished?This does not seem applicable either, for though many of the students enteringAmericanuniversities
write prose that is grammaticallyand organizationallyflawed, with very few exceptions they can read and write at a sixth-gradelevel. A sixth-gradeproficiency
is, of course, absurdly inadequateto do the work of higher education, but the
definition still stands. By the most common measure the vast majority of students in college are literate. When academicstalk about illiteracythey are saying
that our students are "without letters" and cannot "write a simple declarative
sentence." And such talk, for most students in most segments of higher education, is inaccurateand misleading.
One could arguethat thoughour students are literateby common definition,a
significantpercentage of them might not be if we shift to the culturaland belletristic definitionsof literacy or to a truly functional-contextualdefinition:that is,
given the sophisticated, specializedreadingand writingdemandsof the university-and the general knowledge they require-then it mightbe appropriateto talk
of a kind of cultural illiteracy among some percentage of the student body.
These students lack knowledgeof the achievementsof a traditionand are not at
home with the ways we academics write about them. Perhaps this use of illiteracy is more warrantedthan the earliertalk about simple declarativesentences,
but I would still advise caution. It is my experience that Americancollege students tend to have learned more about western culture through their twelve
years of schooling than their papers or pressured classroom responses demonstrate. (And, of course, our immigrantstudents bring with them a differentcultural knowledge that we mightnot tap at all.) The problemis that the knowledge
these students possess is often incomplete and fragmentedand is not organized
in ways that they can readily use in academic writing situations. But to say this
is not to say that their minds are culturalblank slates.
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There is another reason to be concerned about inappropriateclaims of illiteracy. The term illiteracy comes to us with a good deal of semantic baggage, so
that while an appropriatelymodified use of the term may accurately denote, it
can still misrepresent by what it suggests, by the traces it carries from earlier
eras. The social historianand anthropologistShirley Brice Heath points out that
from the mid-nineteenthcentury on, American school-basedliteracy was identified with "character, intellect, morality, and good taste . . . literacy skills co-oc-

curred with moral patriotic character."'17To be literate is to be honorable and
intelligent. Tag some group illiterate, and you've gone beyond letters; you've
judged their morals and their minds.
Please understand,it is not my purpose here to whitewash the very real limitations a dishearteningnumber of our students bring with them. I dearly wish
that more of them were more at home with composing and could write critically
better than they do. I wish they enjoyed strugglingfor gracefulwritten language
more than many seem to. I wish they possessed more knowledge about humanities and the sciences so they could write with more authoritythan they usually
do. And I wish to God that more of them read novels and poems for pleasure.
But it is simply wrong to leap from these unrequited desires to claims of illiteracy. Reading and writing, as any ethnographicstudy would show, are woven
throughoutour students' lives. They write letters; some keep diaries. They read
about what interests them, and those interests range from rock and roll to computer graphics to black holes. Reading, for many, is part of religious observation. They carry out a number of reading and writing acts in their jobs and in
their interactions with various segments of society. Their college preparatory
curriculumin high school, admittedlyto widely varyingdegrees, is built on reading, and even the most beleaguered schools require some kind of writing. And
many of these students read and even write in languagesother than English. No,
these students are not illiterate, by common definition,and if the more sophisticated definitionsapply, they sacrificetheir accuracyby all they imply.
Illiteracy is a problematicterm. I suppose that academics use it because it is
rhetorically effective (evoking the specter of illiteracy to an audience of peers,
legislators, or taxpayers can be awfully persuasive) or because it is emotionally
satisfying. It gives expression to the frustrationand disappointmentin teaching
students who do not share one's passions. As well, it affirmsthe faculty's membership in the society of the literate. One reader of this essay suggested to me
that academics realize the hyperbolein their illiteracytalk, do not really mean it
to be taken, well, literally. Were this invariablytrue, I would still voice concern
over such exaggeration, for, as with any emotionally propelled utterance, it
might well be revealing deeply held attitudes and beliefs, perhaps not unlike
those discussed by Heath. And, deeply felt or not, such talk in certain political
and decision-makingsettings can dramaticallyinfluencethe outcomes of deliberation.
17. "Towardan Ethnohistoryof Writingin AmericanEducation,"in MarciaFarrWhiteman,ed.,
Writing: The Nature, Development, and Teaching of Written Communication, Vol. 1 (Hillsdale, N.J.:

Erlbaum,1981),35-36.
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The fact remainsthat cries of illiteracysubstitutea fast quip for careful analysis. Definitionalaccuracy here is important,for if our students are in fact adult
illiterates, then a particular,very special curriculumis needed. If they are literate but do not read much for pleasure, or lack general knowledge that is central
to academic inquiry, or need to write more than they do and pay more attention
to it than they are inclined to, well, then these are very differentproblems. They
bring with them quite different institutionalcommitmentsand pedagogies, and
they locate the student in a very differentplace in the social-politicalmakeupof
the academy. Determining that place is crucial, for where but in the academy
would being "without letters" be so stigmatizing?
The Myth of Transience
I have before me a reportfrom the CaliforniaPostsecondaryEducationCommission called Promises to Keep. It is a comprehensiveand fair-mindedassessment
of remedial instruction in the three segments of California'spublic college and
university system. As all such reportsdo, Promises to Keep presents data on instruction and expenses, discusses the implicationsof the data, and calls for reform. What makes the reportunusualis its inclusion of an historicaloverview of
preparatoryinstructionin the United States. It acknowledgesthe fact that such
instruction in some guise has always been with us. In spite of its acknowledgement, the report ends on a note of optimismcharacteristicof similardocuments
with less historicalwisdom. It calls for all three segments of the highereducation
system to "implement . . . plans to reduce remediation" within five years and

voices the hope that if secondaryeducationcan be improved, "withina very few
years, the state and its institutionsshould be rewardedby. . . lower costs for remediation as the need for remediationdeclines." This optimismin the face of a
disconfirminghistorical survey attests to the power of what I will call the myth
of transience. Despite the accretion of crisis reports, the belief persists in the
Americanuniversity that if we can just do x or y, the problemwill be solved-in
five years, ten years, or a generation-and higher education will be able to return to its real work. But entertainwith me the possibility that such peaceful reform is a chimera.
Each generation of academiciansfacing the characteristicAmerican shifts in
demographicsand accessibility sees the problemanew, laments it in the terms of
the era, and optimistically notes its impermanence. No one seems to say that
this scenario has gone on for so long that it might not be temporary. That, in
fact, there will probably always be a significantpercentage of students who do
not meet some standard. (It was in 1841, not 1985 that the president of Brown
complained, "Students frequently enter college almost wholly unacquainted
with English grammar . . ." [Frederick Rudolph, Curriculum: A History of the
American Undergraduate Course of Study (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978),

p. 88].) The Americanhigher educationalsystem is constantly under pressure to
expand, to redefine its boundaries, admitting, in turn, the sons of the middle
class, and later the daughters,and then the Americanpoor, the immigrantpoor,
veterans, the racially segregated, the disenfranchised.Because of the social and
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educational conditions these groups experienced, their preparationfor college
will, of course, be varied. Add to this the fact that disciplines change and society's needs change, and the ways society determineswhat it means to be educated change.
All this works itself rather slowly into the pre-collegiate curriculum. Thus
there will always be a percentage of students who will be tagged substandard.
And though many insist that this continued openingof doors will sacrifice excellence in the name of democracy, there are too many economic, political, and
ethical drives in Americanculture to restrict higher education to a select minority. (And, make no mistake, the history of the Americancollege and university
from the early nineteenth century on could also be read as a history of changes
in admissions, curriculum,and public image in order to keep enrollments high
and institutions solvent.18The research institutionas we know it is made possible by robust undergraduateenrollments.)Like it or not, the story of American
education has been and will in all likelihood continue to be a story of increasing
access. University of Nashville PresidentPhilipLindsley's 1825call echoes back
and forth across our history: "The farmer, the mechanic, the manufacturer,the
merchant, the sailor, the soldier . . . must be educated" (Frederick Rudolph,
The American College and University: A History [New York: Vintage, 1962], p.

117).
Why begrudge academics their transience myth? After all, each generation's
problems are new to those who face them, and people faced with a problemneed
some sense that they can solve it. Fair enough. But it seems to me that this myth
brings with it a powerful liability. It blinds faculty membersto historical reality
and to the dynamic and fluid nature of the educational system that employs
them. Like any golden age or utopian myth, the myth of transience assures its
believers that the past was better or that the future will be.19 The turmoil they
are currentlyin will pass. The source of the problemis elsewhere; thus it can be
ignored or temporarily dealt with until the tutors or academies or grammar
schools or high schools or families make the changes they must make. The
myth, then, serves to keep certain fundamental recognitions and thus certain
fundamental changes at bay. It is ultimately a conservative gesture, a way of
preservingadministrativeand curricularstatus quo.
And the myth plays itself out against complex social-politicaldynamics. One
force in these dynamics is the ongoing struggleto establish admissions requirements that would protect the college curriculum,that would, in fact, define its
18. Of turn-of-the-centuryinstitutions,LaurenceVeysey writes: "Everywherethe size of enrollmentswas closely tiedto admissionstandards.In orderto assurethemselvesof enoughstudentsto make
a notable"splash," new institutionsoftenopenedwitha welcometo nearlyall comers,no matterhow ill
prepared;this occurredat Cornell,Stanford,and(to a lesser degree)at Chicago"(TheEmergence of the
American University, p. 357).

19. An appropriateobservationhere comes fromDanielP. andLaurenB. Resnick'scriticalsurvey
of readinginstructionand standardsof literacy: "there is little to go back to in terms of pedagogical
method,curriculum,or school organization.Theold triedandtrueapproaches,whichnostalgiaprompts
us to believe mightsolve currentproblems,weredesignedneitherto achievethe literacystandardsought
today nor to assuresuccessfulliteracyfor everyone . . . thereis no simplepastto whichwe can return"
("The Nature of Literacy:An HistoricalExploration,"Harvard Educational Review, 47 [1977],385).
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difference from the high school course of study. Another is the related struggle
to influence, even determine, the nature of the high school curriculum, "academize" it, shape it to the needs of the college (and the converse struggleof the
high school to declare its multiplicityof purposes, college preparationbeing only
one of its mandates).Yet anotheris the tension between the undergraduate,general education function of the university vs. its graduate,research function. To
challenge the myth is to vibrate these complex dynamics;thus it is that it is so
hard to dispel. But I would suggest that it must be challenged,for though some
temporary "remedial" measures are excellent and generously funded, the presence of the myth does not allow them to be thought through in terms of the
whole curriculumand does not allow the informationthey reveal to reciprocally
influence the curriculum.Basic modificationsin educationalphilosophy, institutional purpose, and professionaltrainingare rarelyconsidered. They do not need
to be if the problem is temporary.The myth allows the final exclusionary gesture: The problem is not ours in any fundamentalway; we can embrace it if we
must, but with surgicalgloves on our hands.
There may be little anyone can do to change the fundamental tension in the
American university between the general educationalmission and the research
mission, or to remove the stigmaattachedto application.But there is something
those of us involved in writing can do about the language that has formed the
field on which institutionaldiscussions of writingand its teachingtake place.
We can begin by affirminga rich model of written languagedevelopmentand
production. The model we advance must honor the cognitive and emotional and
situational dimensions of language, be psycholinguisticas well as literary and
rhetoricalin its focus, and aid us in understandingwhat we can observe as well
as what we can only infer. When discussions and debates reveal a more reductive model of language,we must call time out and reestablishthe terms of the argument. But we must also rigorously examine our own teaching and see what
model of languagelies beneathit. Whatlinguisticassumptionsare cued when we
face freshmanwriters? Are they compatiblewith the assumptionsthat are cued
when we think about our own writingor the writingof those we read for pleasure? Do we too operate with the bifurcatedmind that for too long characterized
the teaching of "remedial" students and that is still reflected in the languageof
our institutions?
Remediation. It is time to abandonthis troublesomemetaphor.To do so will
not blind us to the fact that many enteringstudents are not adequatelyprepared
to take on the demandsof universitywork. In fact, it will help us perceive these
young people and the work they do in ways that foster appropriatenotions about
languagedevelopmentand use, that establisha frameworkfor more rigorousand
comprehensive analysis of their difficulties,and that do not perpetuatethe raree
show of allowing them entrance to the academy while, in various symbolic
ways, denying them full participation.
Mina Shaughnessy got us to see that even the most error-riddenprose arises
from the confrontationof inexperienced student writers with the complex linguistic and rhetorical expectations of the academy. She reminded us that to
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properlyteach writingto such studentsis to understand"the intelligenceof their
mistakes."20She told us to interpreterrorsratherthan circle them, and to guide
these students, gradually and with wisdom, to be more capable participants
within the world of these conventions. If we fully appreciateher message, we
see how inadequateand limitingthe remedialmodel is. Instead we need to define
our work as transitionalor as initiatory, orienting, or socializing to what David
Bartholomaeand PatriciaBizzell call the academicdiscourse community.21This
redefinition is not just semantic sleight-of-hand. If truly adopted, it would require us to reject a medical-deficitmodel of language,to acknowledge the rightful place of all freshmen in the academy, and once and for all to replace loose
talk about illiteracy with more precise and pedagogicallyfruitful analysis. We
would move from a mechanisticfocus on error toward a demandingcurriculum
that encourages the full play of languageactivity and that opens out onto the academic communityratherthan sequesteringstudentsfrom it.
A much harder issue to address is the common designation of writing as a
skill. We might begin by consideringmore fittingterms. Jerome Bruner's "enabling discipline" comes to mind. It does not separate skill from discipline and
implies something more than a "tool subject" in that to enable means to make
possible. But such changes in diction mightbe little more than cosmetic.
If the skills designationproves to be resistant to change, then we must insist
that writing is a very unique skill, not really a tool but an ability fundamentalto
academic inquiry, an ability whose developmentis not fixed but ongoing. If it is
possible to go beyond the skills model, we could see a contesting of the fundamental academic distinction between integratedbodies of knowledge and skills
and techniques. While that distinction makes sense in many cases, it may blur
where writing is concerned. Do students really know history when they learn a
"body" of facts, even theories, or when they act like historians,thinkingin certain ways with those facts and theories? Most historians would say the latter.
And the academic historian(vs. the chronicleror the balladeer)conducts inquiry
through writing; it is not just an implementbut is part of the very way of doing
history.
It is in this context that we should ponder the myth of transience. The myth's
liability is that it limits the faculty's ability to consider the writing problems of
their students in dynamic and historical terms. Each academic generation considers standardsand assesses the preparationof its studentsbut seems to do this
in ways that do not call the nature of the curriculumof the time into question.
The problemultimatelylies outside the academy. But might not these difficulties
with writing suggest the need for possible far-rangingchanges within the curriculum as well, changes that are the proper concern of the university? One of the
things I think the myth of transience currently does is to keep faculty from
seeing the multiple possibilities that exist for incorporatingwriting throughout
20. Errorsand Expectations(New York:OxfordUniversityPress, 1977),p. 11.
21. DavidBartholomae,"Inventingthe University,"in MikeRose, ed., Whena WriterCan'tWrite:
Studies in Writer's Block and Other Composing Process Problems (New York: Guilford, 1985); Patricia

Bizzell, "College Composition:Initiationinto the Academic Discourse Community,"Curriculum
Inquiry, 12 (1982), 191-207.
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their courses of study. Profound reform could occur in the much-criticized
lower-division curriculumif writing were not seen as only a technique and the
teaching of it as by and large a remedialenterprise.
The transmission of a discipline, especially on the lower-division level, has
become very much a matter of comprehending information, committing it to
memory, recalling it, and displayingit in various kinds of "objective" or shortanswer tests. When essay exams are required,the prose all too often becomes
nothing more than a net in which the catch of individualbits of knowledge lie.
Graderspick throughthe essay and tally up the presence of key phrases. Such
activity trivializes a discipline;it reduces its methodology,groundsit in a limited
theory of knowledge, and encouragesstudents to operate with a restrictedrange
of their cognitive abilities. Writing, on the other hand, assumes a richer epistemology and demandsfuller participation.It requiresa complete, active, struggling engagementwith the facts and principlesof a discipline, an encounterwith
the discipline's texts and the incorporation of them into one's own work, the
framingof one's knowledgewithin the myriadconventions that help define a discipline, the persuadingof other investigatorsthat one's knowledge is legitimate.
So to consider the relationship between writing and disciplinary inquiry may
help us decide what is central to a discipline and how best to teach it. The university's research and educationalmissions would intersect.
Such reform will be difficult. True, there is growing interest in writing adjuncts and discipline-specific writing courses, and those involved in writingacross-the-curriculumare continuallyencouragingfaculty members to evaluate
the place of writing in their individualcurricula.But wide-rangingchange will
occur only if the academy redefines writingfor itself, changes the terms of the
argument,sees instructionin writingas one of its centralconcerns.
Academic senates often defend the labelling of a writing course as remedial
by saying that they are defendingthe integrityof the baccalaureate,and they are
sending a message to the high schools. The schools, of course, are so
beleagueredthat they can barely hear those few units ping into the bucket. Consider, though, the message that would be sent to the schools and to the society
at large if the university embraced-not just financially but conceptually-the
teaching of writing:if we gave it full status, championedits rich relationshipwith
inquiry, insisted on the importanceof craft and grace, incorporatedit into the
heart of our curriculum.What an extraordinarymessage that would be. It would
affect the teaching of writingas no other message could.
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